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Abstract
We investigate a single machine rescheduling problem that arises from an unexpected machine un-
availability, after the given set of jobs has already been scheduled to minimize the total weighted
completion time. Such a disruption is represented as an unavailable time interval and is revealed
to the production planner before any job is processed; the production planner wishes to resched-
ule the jobs to minimize the alteration to the originally planned schedule, which is measured as
the maximum time deviation between the original and the new schedules for all the jobs. The
objective function in this rescheduling problem is to minimize the sum of the total weighted com-
pletion time and the weighted maximum time deviation, under the constraint that the maximum
time deviation is bounded above by a given value. That is, the maximum time deviation is taken
both as a constraint and as part of the objective function. We present a pseudo-polynomial time
exact algorithm and a fully polynomial time approximation scheme, the latter of which is the
best possible given that the general problem is NP-hard.
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1 Introduction
In most modern production industries and service systems, various kinds of disruptions
will occur, such as order cancellations, new order arrivals, machine breakdown, and labor
or material shortages. An ideal scheduling system is expected to effectively adjust an
originally planned schedule to account for such disruptions, in order to minimize the effects
of the disruption on overall performance. The extent of an alteration to the originally
planned schedule, to be minimized, becomes either a second objective function (e.g., to model
measurable costs), or is formulated as a constraint to model hard-to-estimate costs, which
may be incorporated into to the original objective function.
In this paper, we investigate the single machine scheduling problem with the objective to
minimize the total weighted completion time. Rescheduling arises because of unexpected
machine unavailability, which we represent as an unavailable time interval. This unavailability
is revealed to the production planner after the given set of jobs has already been scheduled
but processing has not begun. The production planner wishes to reschedule the jobs to
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XX:2 Rescheduling due to machine disruption
minimize the alteration to the originally planned schedule, measured as the maximum time
deviation between the original and the new schedules for all jobs. The maximum time
deviation is taken both as a constraint and as part of the objective function; that is, the
maximum time deviation is bounded above by a given value, and the new objective function
is to minimize the sum of the total weighted completion time and the weighted maximum
time deviation.
1.1 Problem description and definitions
We formally present our rescheduling problem in what follows, including definitions and
notation to be used throughout the paper.
We are given a set of jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn}, where the job Jj has an integer weight
wj and requires an integer non-preemptive processing time pj on a single machine, with the
original objective to minimize the total weighted completion time. This problem is denoted
as (1 || ∑nj=1 wjCj) under the three-field classification scheme [4], where Cj denotes the
completion time of the job Jj . It is known that the weighted shortest processing time (WSPT)
rule gives an optimal schedule for the problem (1 ||∑nj=1 wjCj). We thus assume that the
jobs are already sorted in the WSPT order, that is, p1w1 ≤
p2
w2
≤ . . . ≤ pnwn , and we denote
this order/schedule as pi∗, referred to as the original schedule (also called the pre-planned
schedule, or pre-schedule, in the literature).
The rescheduling arises due to a machine disruption: the machine becomes unavailable in
the time interval [T1, T2], where 0 ≤ T1 < T2. We assume, without loss of generality, that
this information is known to us at time zero, so no job is yet processed. (Otherwise, one may
remove those processed jobs from consideration, and for the partially processed job, either
run it to completion and remove it, or stop processing it immediately.)
Let σ be a schedule after resolving the machine disruption. That is, no job of J is
processed in the time interval [T1, T2] in σ. As in the existing literature, we use the following
notation: for each job Jj ,
Sj(σ): the starting time of the job Jj in the schedule σ;
Cj(σ): the completion time of the job Jj in the schedule σ, and thus Cj(σ) = Sj(σ) + pj ;
Cj(pi∗): the completion time of the job Jj in the original schedule pi∗;
∆j(pi∗, σ) = |Cj(σ)− Cj(pi∗)|: the time deviation of the job Jj in the two schedules.
Let ∆max(pi∗, σ) , maxnj=1{∆j(pi∗, σ)} denote the maximum time deviation for all jobs.
When it is clear from the context, we simplify the terms Sj(σ), Cj(σ), ∆j(pi∗, σ) and
∆max(pi∗, σ) to Sj , Cj , ∆j and ∆max, respectively.
The time deviation of a job measures how much its actual completion time is off the
originally planned, and thus it can model the penalties resulted from the delivery time change
to the satisfaction of the customers, as well as the cost associated with the rescheduling of
resources that are needed before delivery. In our problem, the time deviation is both taken
as a constraint, that is ∆max ≤ k for a given upper bound k, and added to the objective
function to minimize µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj , for a given balancing factor µ ≥ 0. That is, the
goal of rescheduling is to minimize the sum of the weighted maximum time deviation and
the total weighted completion time. Thus, our problem is denoted as (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |
µ∆max+
∑n
j=1 wjCj) under the three-field classification scheme [4], where the first field “1, h1”
denotes a single machine with a single unavailable time period, the second field “∆max ≤ k”
indicates the constraint on the maximum time deviation, and the last field is the objective
function.
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1.2 Related research
We next review major research on the variants of the rescheduling problem, inspired by
many practical applications. To name a few such applications, Bean et al. [2] investigated an
automobile industry application, and proposed a heuristic match-up scheduling approach
to accommodate disruptions from multiple sources. Zweben et al. [17] studied the GERRY
scheduling and rescheduling system that supports Space Shuttle ground processing, using a
heuristic constraint-based iterative repair method. Clausen et al. [3] considered a shipyard
application, where the goal for rescheduling is to store large steel plates for efficient access
by two non-crossing portal cranes that move the plates to appropriate places. Vieira et
al. [12], Aytug et al. [1], Herroelen and Leus [8] and Yang et al. [13] provided extensive
reviews of the rescheduling literature, including taxonomies, strategies and algorithms, for
both deterministic and stochastic environments.
In a seminal paper on rescheduling theory for a single machine, Hall and Potts [7]
considered the rescheduling problem required to deal with the arrival of a new set of jobs,
which disrupts the pre-planned schedule of the original jobs. Such a problem is motivated
by the unexpected arrival of new orders in practical manufacturing systems. First, the set
of original jobs has been optimally scheduled to minimize a cost function, typically the
maximum lateness or the total completion time; but no job has yet been executed. In this
case, promises have been made to the customers based on the schedule. Then an unexpected
new set of jobs arrives before the processing starts; the production planner needs to insert
the new jobs into the existing schedule seeking to minimize change to the original plan. The
measure of change to the original schedule is the maximum or total sequence deviation, or
the maximum or total time deviation. For both cases — where the measure of change is
modeled only as a constraint, or where the measure of change is modeled both as a constraint
and is added to the original cost objective — the authors provide either an efficient algorithm
or an intractability proof for several problem variants.
Yuan and Mu [15] studied a rescheduling problem similar to the one in [7], but with the
objective to minimize the makespan subject to a limit on the maximum sequence deviation
of the original jobs; they show that such a solution is polynomial time solvable. Hall et al. [5]
considered an extension of the rescheduling problem in [7], where the arrivals of multiple new
sets of jobs create repeated disruptions to minimize the maximum lateness of the jobs, subject
to a limit on the maximum time deviation of the original jobs; they proved the NP-hardness
and presented several approximation algorithms with their worst-case performance analysis.
Hall and Potts [6] also studied the case where the disruption is a delayed subset of jobs
(or called job unavailability), with the objective to minimize the total weighted completion
time, under a limit on the maximum time deviation; they presented an exact algorithm, an
intractability proof, a constant-ratio approximation algorithm, and a fully polynomial-time
approximation scheme (FPTAS). Hoogeveen et al. [9] studied the case where the disruption is
the arrival of new jobs and the machine needs a setup time to switch between processing an
original job and processing a new job; their bi-criterion objective is to minimize the makespan
and to minimize the maximum (or total) positional deviation or the maximum (or total)
time deviation, with certain assumptions on the setup times. They presented a number of
polynomial time exact algorithms and intractability proofs for several problem variants. Zhao
and Yuan [16] examined the case where the disruption is the arrival of new jobs which are
associated with release dates, formulated a bi-objective function to minimize the makespan
and to minimize the total sequence deviation, under a limit on the total sequence deviation;
they presented a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for finding all Pareto optimal points of
the problem.
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Liu and Ro [11] considered the same machine disruption as ours — the machine is
unavailable for a period of time — but with the objective to minimize the makespan (or
the maximum job lateness) and the weighted maximum time deviation, under a limit on
the maximum time deviation; they presented a pseudo-polynomial time exact algorithm, a
2-approximation algorithm, and an FPTAS. Yin et al. [14] studies the rescheduling problem
on multiple identical parallel machines with multiple machine disruptions, and the bi-criterion
objective is to minimize the total completion time and to minimize the total virtual tardiness
(or the maximum time deviation); in addition to hardness results, they presented a two-
dimensional FPTAS when there is exactly one machine disruption.
Among all related research in the above, the work of Liu and Ro [11] is the most relevant
to our work in terms of the scheduling environment, and the work of Hall and Potts [6] is
the most relevant in terms of the original objective function.
1.3 Our contributions and organization
Our problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj) includes three interesting special
cases, some of which have received attention in the literature: when the given bound k is
sufficiently large, the time deviation constraint becomes void and our problem reduces to
the total cost problem (1, h1 || µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj); when the time deviation factor µ = 0,
our problem reduces to the constrained rescheduling problem, without the need to minimize
the time deviation; and finally, when the given bound k is sufficiently large and the time
deviation factor µ = 0, our problem reduces to the classic scheduling problem with a machine
unavailability period (1, h1 ||
∑n
j=1 wjCj) [10], which is NP-hard.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we derive structural properties
that are associated with the optimal solutions to our rescheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤
k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj). In Section 3, we present a pseudo-polynomial time exact algorithm.
In Section 4, we first develop another slower pseudo-polynomial time exact algorithm solving
the special case where µ = 0, this is, the problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |
∑n
j=1 wjCj). Based
on this slower exact algorithm, we present an FPTAS for our general rescheduling problem.
The FPTAS is an integration of a linear number of FPTASes. We conclude our paper in the
last section, with some final remarks.
2 Preliminaries
Firstly, from the NP-hardness of the classic scheduling problem with a machine unavailability
period (1, h1 ||
∑n
j=1 wjCj) [10], we conclude that our rescheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤
k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj) is also NP-hard.
Recall that we are given a set of jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn}, where each job Jj has
a positive weight wj and a positive processing time pj , in the WSPT order, a machine
unavailability period [T1, T2] with 0 ≤ T1 < T2, an upper bound k on the maximum time
deviation, and a balancing factor µ ≥ 0. All these wj ’s, pj ’s, T1, T2, k are integers, and µ is a
rational number. For any feasible schedule σ to the rescheduling problem, from ∆max ≤ k we
conclude that for every job Jj , Cj(pi∗)− k ≤ Cj(σ) ≤ Cj(pi∗) + k. For ease of presentation,
we partition σ into two halves, similar to the existing literature: the prefix of the schedule
σ with the jobs completed before or at time T1 is referred to as the earlier schedule of σ,
and the suffix of the schedule σ with the jobs completed after time T2 is referred to as the
later schedule of σ. We assume, without loss of generality, that with the same ∆max, all the
jobs are processed as early as possible in σ (to achieve the minimum possible total weighted
completion time). Let σ∗ denote an optimal schedule to the rescheduling problem.
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2.1 Problem setting
Let
pmin ,
n
min
j=1
pj , pmax ,
nmax
j=1
pj , P ,
n∑
j=1
pj , wmax ,
nmax
j=1
wj , and W ,
n∑
j=1
wj . (1)
Using the original schedule pi∗ = (1, 2, . . . , n), we compute
j1 , min{j | Cj(pi∗) > T1}, j2 , min{j | Sj(pi∗) ≥ T2}, (2)
i.e., Jj1 is the first job in pi∗ completed strictly after time T1 and Jj2 is the first job in pi∗
starting processing at or after time T2. One clearly sees that if j1 is void, then no rescheduling
is necessary; in the sequel, we always assume that the job Jj1 exists. Nevertheless we note
that j2 could be void, which means that all the jobs start processing strictly before time T2
in pi∗.
We may furthermore assume the following relations hold among pmin, P, T1, T2 and k, to
ensure that the rescheduling problem is non-trivial:
pmin ≤ T1 < P, and T2 − Sj1(pi∗) ≤ k. (3)
For a quick proof, firstly, if T1 < pmin, then no job can be processed before the machine
unavailability period and thus the schedule pi∗ remains optimal except that the job processing
starts at time T2 instead of time 0; secondly, if T1 ≥ P , then no rescheduling is necessary.
Lastly, from the definition of the job Jj1 in Eq. (2), we conclude that at least one job among
J1, J2, . . . , Jj1 must be completed after time T2 in any feasible rescheduling solution, with its
time deviation at least T2 − Sj1(pi∗). Therefore, T2 − Sj1(pi∗) ≤ k, as otherwise no feasible
solution exists.
2.2 Structure properties of the optimal schedules
There is a very regular property of our target optimal schedules to the rescheduling problem,
stated in the following lemma.
I Lemma 1. There exists an optimal schedule σ∗ for the rescheduling problem (1, h1 |
∆max ≤ k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj), in which
(a) the jobs in the earlier schedule are in the same order as they appear in pi∗;
(b) the jobs in the later schedule are also in the same order as they appear in pi∗.
Proof. By contradiction, assume (Ji, Jj) is the first pair of jobs for which Ji precedes Jj in
pi∗, i.e. pi/wi ≤ pj/wj , but Jj immediately precedes Ji in the earlier schedule of σ∗. Let
σ′ denote the new schedule obtained from σ∗ by swapping Jj and Ji. If Cj(σ′) ≥ Cj(pi∗),
then Ci(σ′) ≥ Ci(pi∗) too, and thus ∆j(σ′, pi∗) ≤ ∆i(σ′, pi∗) < ∆i(σ∗, pi∗) due to pj > 0; if
Cj(σ′) < Cj(pi∗) and Ci(σ′) ≤ Ci(pi∗), then ∆i(σ′, pi∗) ≤ ∆j(σ′, pi∗) < ∆j(σ∗, pi∗) due to
pi > 0; lastly if Cj(σ′) < Cj(pi∗) and Ci(σ′) > Ci(pi∗), then ∆i(σ′, pi∗) < ∆i(σ∗, pi∗) and
∆j(σ′, pi∗) < ∆j(σ∗, pi∗). That is, σ′ is also a feasible reschedule.
Furthermore, the weighted completion times contributed by Ji and Jj in σ′ is no more
than those in σ∗, implying the optimality of σ′. It follows that, if necessary, after a sequence
of job swappings, we will obtain an optimal reschedule in which the jobs in the earlier
schedule are in the same order as they appear in pi∗.
The second part of the lemma can be similarly proved (see the Appendix A). J
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There are several more properties in the following Lemma 2, which are important to the
design and analysis of the algorithms to be presented. Most of these properties also hold
for the optimal schedules to a similar makespan rescheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |
µ∆max + Cmax) [11]. We remark that the makespan is only a part of our objective, and the
original schedule for the makespan scheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k | µ∆max + Cmax)
can be arbitrary. However, for our problem, the jobs in pi∗ are in the special WSPT order.
Our goal is to compute an optimal schedule satisfying (the properties stated in) Lemmas 1
and 2, and thus we examine only those feasible schedules σ satisfying Lemmas 1 and 2.
Recall that we assume, for every feasible schedule σ to the rescheduling problem with
the same ∆max, all the jobs are processed as early as possible in σ (to achieve the minimum
possible total weighted completion time). However this does not rule out the possibility that
the machine would idle. In fact, the machine has to idle for a period of time right before time
T1, if no job can be fitted into this period for processing; also, the machine might choose to
idle for a period of time and then proceeds to process a job, in order to obtain a smaller
∆max. In the sequel, our discussion is about the latter kind of machine idling. The good
news is that there are optimal schedules in which the machine has at most one such idle time
period, as shown in the following Lemma 2. This makes our search for optimal schedules
much easier.
I Lemma 2. There exists an optimal schedule σ∗ for the rescheduling problem (1, h1 |
∆max ≤ k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj), in which
(a) Cj(σ∗) ≤ Cj(pi∗) for each job Jj in the earlier schedule;
(b) the machine idles for at most one period of time in the earlier schedule;
(c) each job in the earlier schedule after the idle time period is processed exactly ∆max time
units earlier than in pi∗;
(d) the jobs in the earlier schedule after the idle time period are consecutive in pi∗;
(e) the job in the earlier schedule right after the idle time period has a starting time at or
after time T2 in pi∗;
(f) the machine does not idle in the later schedule;
(g) the first job in the later schedule reaches the maximum time deviation among all the jobs
in the later schedule.
Proof. Item (a) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1, since the jobs in the earlier schedule
are in the same order as they appear in pi∗, which is the WSPT order.
Proofs of (b)–(g) are similar to those in [11], where they are proven for an arbitrary
original schedule, while the WSPT order is only a special order. For completeness, the proofs
are included in the Appendix B. J
Among the jobs J1, J2, . . . , Jj1 , we know that some of them will be processed in the
later schedule of the optimal schedule σ∗. By Lemma 1, we conclude that the first job in
the later schedule is from J1, J2, . . . , Jj1 . We use Ja to denote this job, and consequently
(J1, J2, . . . , Ja−1) remains as the prefix of the earlier schedule. The time deviation of Ja is
∆a = T2 − Sa(pi∗) ≤ k (which could be used to further narrow down the candidates for Ja).
I Corollary 3. In an optimal schedule σ∗ satisfying Lemmas 1 and 2, suppose the job Ja is
the first job in the later schedule. For each j = a+ 1, a+ 2, . . . , j2 − 1, if the job Jj is in the
earlier schedule, then its time deviation ∆j is less than ∆a.
Proof. From the definition of j2 in Eq. (2), we know that Sj(pi∗) < T2, and therefore its
time deviation is ∆j < T2 − Sa(pi∗) = ∆a. J
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3 A dynamic programming exact algorithm
In this section, we develop an exact algorithm DP-1 for the rescheduling problem (1, h1 |
∆max ≤ k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj), to compute an optimal schedule σ∗ satisfying Lemmas 1
and 2. The key idea is as follows: By Lemma 2(g), we first guess the job Ja that starts
processing at time T2 in σ∗, with its time deviation ∆a = T2 − Sa(pi∗) ≤ k. From this
initial partial schedule,1 our algorithm constructs some feasible full schedules satisfying
Lemmas 1 and 2. To guarantee that our algorithm constructs an optimal full schedule in
pseudo-polynomial time, we use a “hash” function to map a partial schedule into a quadruple,
such that only one partial schedule per quadruple is used in the computation, to be described
in detail in the following. At the end, the full schedule with the minimum objective function
value is returned as the solution σ∗.
We notice from Lemmas 1 and 2(a) that the time deviations of the jobs in the earlier
schedule of σ∗ are non-decreasing, with the first (a− 1) ones being 0’s. From the constraint
∆max ≤ k, the last job in the schedule pi∗ that can possibly be in the earlier schedule of σ∗ is
Jj3 with
j3 , max{j | Cj(pi∗)− k ≤ T1}. (4)
We use Pi to denote the total processing time of the first i jobs in pi∗:
Pi ,
i∑
j=1
pj , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (5)
The exact algorithm DP-1 is a dynamic programming, that sequentially assigns the job
Jj+1 to the partial schedules on the first j jobs J1, J2, . . . , Jj ; each such partial schedule is
described (hashed) as a quadruple (j; `j , ej ;Zj), where a ≤ j ≤ j3, no machine idling period
in the earlier schedule, `j is the total processing time of the jobs in the earlier schedule, ej is
the index of the last job in the earlier schedule, and Zj is the total weighted completion time
of the jobs in the partial schedule. Note that only one, though arbitrary, partial schedule is
saved by DP-1 for each quadruple.
For ease of presentation, we partition the jobs into four subsequences:
J1 = (J1, J2, . . . , Ja−1),
J2 = (Ja+1, Ja+2, . . . , Jj2−1),
J3 = (Jj2 , Jj2+1, . . . , Jj3),
J4 = (Jj3+1, Jj3+2, . . . , Jn).
(6)
From Lemma 1 and Eq. (4), we know that J1 is a prefix of the earlier schedule and J4 is a
suffix of the later schedule, and thus DP-1 takes care of only the jobs of J2 ∪ J3. Let Z(J1)
denote the total weighted completion time of the jobs in J1, and Z(J4) denote the total
weighted completion time of the jobs in J4 by starting the job processing at time 0.
The (only) starting partial schedule for DP-1 is described as
(a; `a, ea;Za) = (a;Pa−1, a− 1;Z(J1) + wa(T2 + pa)), (7)
in which the job Ja starts processing at time T2. In general, given a quadruple (j; `j , ej ;Zj)
with a ≤ j < j3, that represents a partial schedule on the first j jobs, DP-1 assigns the next
1 In the entire paper, we examine only feasible partial schedules restricted to the considered jobs; these
partial schedules can always be completed into certain feasible full schedules.
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job Jj+1 of J2 ∪J3 as follows to generate at most three new partial schedules each described
as a quadruple (j+ 1; `j+1, ej+1;Zj+1). Furthermore, if a non-empty machine idling period is
inserted in the earlier schedule of a new partial schedule, then the partial schedule is directly
completed optimally to a full schedule using Lemma 2(d).
Case 1. Jj+1 is added in the later schedule to obtain a partial schedule described as:
(j + 1; `j+1, ej+1;Zj+1) = (j + 1; `j , ej ;Zj + wj+1(T2 + Pj+1 − `j)), (8)
in which Cj+1 = T2 + Pj+1 − `j . The feasibility holds since ∆j+1 ≤ ∆a by Lemma 2(g).
Case 2. If Jj+1 can fit in the earlier schedule, that is `j + pj+1 ≤ T1 and Cj+1(pi∗) −
(`j + pj+1) ≤ k, then we add Jj+1 in the earlier schedule without inserting a machine idling
period to obtain a feasible partial schedule described as:
(j + 1; `j+1, ej+1;Zj+1) = (j + 1; `j + pj+1, j + 1;Zj + wj+1(`j + pj+1)), (9)
in which Cj+1 = `j + pj+1 and ∆j+1 = Cj+1(pi∗) − (`j + pj+1). From Corollary 3, for
Jj+1 ∈ J2 we have ∆j+1 < ∆a and thus no need for checking the second inequality.
Case 3. If `j + pj+1 < T1 and Cj+1(pi∗) − (`j + pj+1) > max{∆ej ,∆a}, then we add
Jj+1 in the earlier schedule and insert a non-empty machine idling period right before it.
The following Lemma 4 states that the exact length of the machine idling period can be
determined in O(n − j)-time, and during the same time, the partial schedule is directly
optimally completed into a full schedule using Lemma 2(d).
Lastly, for every quadruple (j; `j , ej ;Zj) with j = j3 representing a partial schedule on
the first j3 jobs, the algorithm DP-1 completes it by assigning all the jobs of J4 in the later
schedule, starting at time T2 + Pj − `j , to obtain a full schedule described as the quadruple
(n; `n, en;Zn) =
n; `j , ej ;Zj + Z(J4) +
 n∑
i=j+1
wi
 (T2 + Pj − `j)
 , (10)
for which the maximum time deviation is ∆max = max{∆en ,∆a} and the objective function
value is
Zˆn , µmax{∆en ,∆a}+ Zn. (11)
I Lemma 4. When the job Jj+1 is added in the earlier schedule of a partial schedule described
as (j; `j , ej ;Zj) and a non-empty machine idling period is inserted before it, then
(a) the minimum possible length of this period is max{1, Cj+1(pi∗)− (`j + pj+1)− k};
(b) the maximum possible length of this period is min{Cj+1(pi∗)−(`j+pj+1)−max{∆ej ,∆a},
T1 − (`j + pj+1)};
(c) the exact length can be determined in O(n− j)-time;
(d) during the same time an optimal constrained full schedule is achieved directly.
Proof. 1 is a trivial lower bound given that all job processing times are positive integers.
Next, if Cj+1(pi∗) − (`j + pj+1) > k, then we cannot process Jj+1 immediately at time `j
as this would result in a time deviation greater than the given upper bound k; and the
earliest possible starting time is Cj+1(pi∗) − pj+1 − k, leaving a machine idling period of
length Cj+1(pi∗)− (`j + pj+1)− k. This proves item (a).
The maximum possible length for the period is no more than Cj+1(pi∗)− (`j + pj+1)−
max{∆ej ,∆a}, for otherwise ∆j+1 would be less than max{∆ej ,∆a}. However, ∆j+1 < ∆ej
contradicts Lemma 1 and Lemma 2(a) that suggest the jobs in the earlier schedule should
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have non-decreasing time deviations; ∆j+1 < ∆a contradicts Lemma 2(c) that ∆max ≥ ∆a.
Also, since Jj+1 is added to the earlier schedule, the length of the idling period has to be at
most T1 − (`j + pj+1). This proves item (b).
Let L = max{1, Cj+1(pi∗) − (`j + pj+1) − k} and U = min{Cj+1(pi∗) − (`j + pj+1) −
max{∆ej ,∆a}, T1 − (`j + pj+1)}. For each value i ∈ [L,U ], we 1) start processing Jj+1 at
time `j + i, 2) then continuously process succeeding jobs in the earlier schedule until the one
won’t fit in, and 3) lastly process all the remaining jobs in the later schedule. This gives a
full schedule, denoted as pii, with the total weighted completion time denoted Zin, and the
maximum time deviation ∆imax = ∆j+1 = Cj+1(pi∗)− (`j + pj+1)− i. Its objective function
value is Zˆin , µ∆imax + Zin.
It follows that the interval [L,U ] can be partitioned into O(n − j) sub-intervals, such
that for all values in a sub-interval say [i1, i2], the jobs assigned to the earlier schedule are
identical; and consequently the objective function value Zˆin is a linear function in i, where
i1 ≤ i ≤ i2. It follows that among all these full schedules, the minimum objective function
value must be achieved at one of Zˆi1n and Zˆi2n . That is, we in fact do not need to compute
the full schedules pii’s with those i’s such that i1 < i < i2, and consequently there are only
O(n− j) full schedules to be computed.
These sub-intervals can be determined as follows: when i = L, let the jobs fit into the
earlier schedule after the machine idling period be Jj+1, Jj+2, . . . , Jj+s, then the first sub-
interval is [L,L+ T1 − Cj+s], where Cj+s is the completion time of Jj+s in the full schedule
pii; the second sub-interval is [L+ T1 − Cj+s + 1, L+ T1 − Cj+s−1]; the third sub-interval
is [L+ T1 − Cj+s−1 + 1, L+ T1 − Cj+s−2]; and so on, until the last interval hits the upper
bound U .
The optimal length of the machine idling period is the one i∗ that minimizes Zˆin, among
the O(n− j) computed full schedules, and we obtain a corresponding constrained optimal
full schedule directly from the partial schedule described as the quadruple (j; `j , ej ;Zj). J
I Theorem 5. The algorithm DP-1 solves the rescheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |
µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj), with its running time in O(n3T1wmax(T2 +P )), where n is the number
of jobs, [T1, T2] is the machine unavailable time interval, P is the total job processing time,
and wmax is the maximum weight of the jobs.
Proof. In the above, we presented the dynamic programming algorithm DP-1 to compute
a full schedule for each quadruple (n; `n, en;Zn) satisfying Lemmas 1 and 2, under the
constraint that the job Ja starts processing at time T2. The final output schedule is the one
with the minimum Zˆn, among all the choices of Ja such that ∆a ≤ k. Its optimality lies
in the quadruple representation for the partial schedules and the recurrences we developed
in Eqs. (7–10). There are O(j1) choices for Ja, and for each Ja we compute a partial
schedule for each quadruple (j; `j , ej ;Zj), where a ≤ j ≤ j3 or j = n, Pa−1 ≤ `j ≤ T1,
a− 1 ≤ ej ≤ j, and Zj ≤ maxj wj(T2 +P ). Since one partial schedule leads to at most three
other partial schedules, and each takes an O(1)-time to compute, the overall running time is
O(n3T1wmax(T2 + P )). J
4 An FPTAS
The route to the FPTAS for the rescheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k | µ∆max+
∑n
j=1 wjCj)
is as follows: we first consider the special case where µ = 0, that is (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |∑n
j=1 wjCj), where the maximum time deviation is only upper bounded by k but not taken
as part of the objective function, and design another exact algorithm, denoted as DP-2,
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using a different dynamic programming recurrence; then we develop from the algorithm
DP-2 an FPTAS for the special case; lastly, we use the FPTAS for the special case multiple
times to design an FPTAS for the general case.
4.1 Another dynamic programming exact algorithm for µ = 0
In this special case, we have stronger conclusions on the target optimal schedule σ∗ than
those stated in Lemma 2, one of which is that if there is a machine idling period in the earlier
schedule of σ∗, then ∆max = k. This follows from the fact that we may start processing the
jobs after the idling period one time unit earlier, if ∆max < k, to decrease the total weighted
completion time. We conclude this in the following lemma.
I Lemma 6. There exists an optimal schedule σ∗ for the rescheduling problem (1, h1 |
∆max ≤ k |
∑n
j=1 wjCj), in which if the machine idles in the earlier schedule then ∆max = k.
The new exact algorithm DP-2 heavily relies on this conclusion (and thus it does not
work for the general case). DP-2 has a running time complexity worse than DP-1, but it
can be readily developed into an FPTAS.
The framework of the new algorithm DP-2 is the same, and we continue to use the
notations defined in Eqs. (4–6). But now we use a new quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj) to describe a
partial schedule on the first j jobs, where a ≤ j ≤ j3, no machine idling period in the earlier
schedule, `1j is the maximum job completion time in the earlier schedule, `2j is the maximum
job completion time in the later schedule, and Zj is the total weighted completion time of
the jobs in the partial schedule.
Starting with guessing Ja (from the pool J1, J2, . . . , Jj1) to be the job started processing
at time T2, such that ∆a = T2 − Sa(pi∗) ≤ k, the (only) corresponding partial schedule is
described as the quadruple
(a; `1a, `2a;Za) = (a;Pa−1, T2 + pa;Z(J1) + wa(T2 + pa)). (12)
In general, given a quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj) with a ≤ j < j3 representing a partial schedule on
the first j jobs, the algorithm DP-2 assigns the next job Jj+1 of J2∪J3 as follows to generate
at most three new partial schedules each described as a quadruple (j + 1; `1j+1, `2j+1;Zj+1).
Furthermore, if a non-empty machine idling period is inserted in the earlier schedule of
a new partial schedule, then it is directly completed optimally into a full schedule using
Lemma 2(d).
Case 1. Jj+1 is added in the later schedule to obtain a partial schedule described as:
(j + 1; `1j+1, `2j+1;Zj+1) = (j + 1; `1j , `2j + pj+1;Zj + wj+1(`2j + pj+1)), (13)
in which Cj+1 = `2j + pj+1. The feasibility holds since ∆j+1 ≤ ∆a by Lemma 2(g).
Case 2. If Jj+1 can fit in the earlier schedule, that is `1j + pj+1 ≤ T1 and Cj+1(pi∗) −
(`1j + pj+1) ≤ k, then we add Jj+1 in the earlier schedule without inserting a machine idling
period to obtain a feasible partial schedule described as:
(j + 1; `1j+1, `2j+1;Zj+1) = (j + 1; `1j + pj+1, `2j ;Zj + wj+1(`1j + pj+1)), (14)
in which Cj+1 = `1j + pj+1 and ∆j+1 = Cj+1(pi∗) − (`1j + pj+1). From Corollary 3, for
Jj+1 ∈ J2 we have ∆j+1 < ∆a and thus no need for checking the second inequality.
Case 3. If `1j + pj+1 < Cj+1(pi∗)− k ≤ T1, then we add Jj+1 in the earlier schedule and
insert a non-empty machine idling period of length Cj+1(pi∗)− (`1j + pj+1)− k right before
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it. (That is, start processing Jj+1 at time Cj+1(pi∗)− pj+1 − k.) Then continuously process
succeeding jobs up to Jj3 in the earlier schedule, and lastly process all the remaining jobs in
the later schedule. This gives a full schedule with the maximum time deviation ∆max = k,
described as the quadruple (n; `1n, `2n;Zn), where
`1n = Cj+1(pi∗)− k +
j3∑
i=j+1
pi, `
2
n = `2j +
n∑
i=j3+1
pi, and
Zn = Zj+Z({Jj+1, . . . , Jj3})+
 j3∑
i=j+1
wi
 (Cj+1(pi∗)−pj+1−k)+Z(J4)+
 n∑
i=j+1
wi
 `2j ,
where Z({Jj+1, . . . , Jj3}) denotes the total weighted completion time of the jobs in {Jj+1, . . .,
Jj3} by starting the job processing at time 0.
Lastly, for every quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj) with j = j3 representing a partial schedule on
the first j3 jobs, the algorithm DP-2 completes it by assigning all the jobs of J4 in the later
schedule, starting at time `2j , to obtain a full schedule described as the quadruple
(n; `1n, `2n;Zn) =
n; `1j , `2j + n∑
i=j+1
pi;Zj + Z(J4) +
 n∑
i=j+1
wi
 `2j
 , (15)
for which the maximum time deviation is guaranteed to be no more than k.
I Theorem 7. The algorithm DP-2 solves the rescheduling problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |∑n
j=1 wjCj) in O(n2T1wmax(T2 + P )2)-time, where n is the number of jobs, [T1, T2] is the
machine unavailable time interval, P is the total job processing time, and wmax is the
maximum weight of the jobs.
Proof. In the above, we see that the dynamic programming algorithm DP-2 computes a full
schedule for each quadruple (n; `1n, `2n;Zn) satisfying Lemmas 1 and 2 and an extra property
that if there is a machine idling period in the earlier schedule then ∆max = k, under the
constraint that the job Ja starts processing at time T2. The final output schedule is the
one with the minimum Zn, among all the choices of Ja such that ∆a ≤ k. Similarly to
the proof of Theorem 5, the optimality lies in the quadruple representation for the partial
schedules and the recurrences we developed in Eqs. (12–15). There are O(j1) choices for Ja,
and for each Ja we compute all partial schedules described as (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj), where a ≤ j ≤ n,
Pa−1 ≤ `1j ≤ T1, T2 + pa ≤ `2j ≤ T2 + P , and Zj ≤ maxj wj(T2 + P ). Since one partial
schedule leads to at most three other partial schedules, and each takes an O(1)-time to
compute, the overall running time is O(n2T1wmax(T2 + P )2). J
We remark that if the purpose is to compute an optimal schedule only, the algorithm
DP-2 can be an order faster than the exact algorithm DP-1 in Theorem 5, by dropping the
third entry `2j to run in O(n2T1wmax(T2 + P ))-time.
4.2 An FPTAS for µ = 0
In this subsection, we convert the exact algorithm DP-2 in the last subsection into an FPTAS
by the sparsing technique. We assume the job Ja is scheduled to start processing at time T2,
and we have a positive real value  > 0. The algorithm is denoted as Approx(a, ), which
guarantees to return a feasible schedule such that its total weighted completion time is within
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(1 + ) of the constrained optimum, under the constraint that the job Ja is scheduled to start
processing at time T2.
Step 1. Set
δ , (1 + /2n). (16)
Note that a partial schedule is described as the quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj), where a ≤ j ≤ n,
`1j = 0 or pmin ≤ `1j ≤ T1, T2+pa ≤ `2j ≤ T2+P , and Z(J1)+wa(T2+pa) ≤ Zj ≤ Z(J )+WT2,
where W ,
∑
j wj is the total weight. Let L1, U1 (L2, U2; L3, U3, respectively) denote the
above lower and upper bounds on `1j (`2j ; Zj , respectively); let
ri , blogδ(U i/Li)c, for i = 1, 2, 3,
and split the interval [Li, U i] into subintervals
Ii1 = [Li, Liδ], Ii2 = (Liδ, Liδ2], . . . , Iiri = (L
iδri , U i], for i = 1, 2, 3.
We define a three-dimensional box
Bi1,i2,i3 , I1i1 × I2i2 × I3i3 , for (i1, i2, i3) ∈ ({0} ∪ [r1])× [r2]× [r3], (17)
where I10 , [0, 0] and [r] , {1, 2, . . . , r} for any positive integer r. Each j such that
a ≤ j ≤ j3 or j = n is associated with a box Bi1,i2,i3 , denoted as j-Bi1,i2,i3 for simplicity,
where (i1, i2, i3) ∈ ({0} ∪ [r1])× [r2]× [r3]; all these boxes are initialized empty.
Step 2. The starting partial schedule is described as (a; `1a, `2a;Za) in Eq. (12), which is
then saved in the box a-Bi1,i2,i3 where `1a ∈ I1i1 , `2a ∈ I2i2 , and Za ∈ I3i3 .
In general, for each non-empty box j-Bi1,i2,i3 with a ≤ j < j3, denote the saved quadruple
as (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj), which describes a partial schedule on the first j jobs such that there is no
machine idling period in the earlier schedule, `1j is the maximum job completion time in
the earlier schedule, `2j is the maximum job completion time in the later schedule, and Zj
is the total weighted completion time of the jobs in the partial schedule. The algorithm
Approx(a, ) performs the same as the exact algorithm DP-2 to assign the next job Jj+1
of J2 ∪ J3 to generate at most three new partial schedules each described as a quadruple
(j + 1; `1j+1, `2j+1;Zj+1). Furthermore, if a non-empty machine idling period is inserted in the
earlier schedule of a new partial schedule, then it is directly completed optimally into a full
schedule (n; `1n, `2n;Zn) using Lemma 2(d). For each resultant (j + 1; `1j+1, `2j+1;Zj+1) (the
same for (n; `1n, `2n;Zn)) the algorithm checks whether or not the box (j + 1)-Bi1,i2,i3 , where
`1j+1 ∈ I1i1 , `2j+1 ∈ I2i2 , and Zj+1 ∈ I3i3 , is empty or not; if it is empty, then the quadruple is
saved in the box, otherwise the box is updated to save the one having a smaller `1j+1 between
the old and the new quadruples.
Step 3. For each box n-Bi1,i2,i3 , where (i1, i2, i3) ∈ ({0} ∪ [r1]) × [r2] × [r3], if there is
a saved quadruple (n; `1n, `2n;Zn), then there is a constrained full schedule with the total
weighted completion time Zn. Here the constraint is that the job Ja starts processing at
time T2. The algorithm Approx(a, ) scans through all the boxes associated with n, and
returns the quadruple having the smallest total weighted completion time, denoted as Zan.
The corresponding constrained full schedule can be backtracked.
I Theorem 8. Algorithm Approx(a, ) is a (1 + )-approximation for the rescheduling
problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |
∑n
j=1 wjCj) under the constraint that the Ja starts processing at
time T2; its time complexity is O
(
n4
3 log T1 log(T2 + P ) log(wmaxP +WT2)
)
.
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Proof. The proof of the performance ratio is done by induction. Assume that (a, `1∗a , `2∗a , Z∗a)→
(a+1, `1∗a+1, `2∗a+1, Z∗a+1)→ . . .→ (j3, `1∗j3 , `2∗j3 , Z∗j3)→ (n, `1∗n , `2∗n , Z∗n) is the path of quadruples
computed by the exact algorithm in Theorem 7 that leads to the constrained optimal solution
for the problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k |
∑n
j=1 wjCj). The induction statement is for each j,
a ≤ j ≤ j3 or j = n, there is a quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj) saved by the algorithm Approx(a, ),
such that `1j ≤ `1∗j , `2j ≤ `2∗j δj , Zj ≤ Z∗j δj .
The base case is j = a, and the statement holds since there is only one partial schedule on
the first a jobs, described as (a, `1a, `1a, Za) in Eq. (12). We assume the induction statement
holds for j, where a ≤ j ≤ j3, that is, there is a quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj) saved by the
algorithm Approx(a, ), such that
`1j ≤ `1∗j , `2j ≤ `2∗j δj , and Zj ≤ Z∗j δj . (18)
When j < j3, from this particular quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj), we continue to assign the job
Jj+1 ∈ J2 ∪ J3 as in the exact algorithm in Subsection 4.1. In Case 1 where Jj+1 is added
in the later schedule to obtain a partial schedule described as in Eq. (13), we have
`1j+1 = `1j , `2j+1 = `2j + pj+1, and Zj+1 = Zj + wj+1(`2j + pj+1)). (19)
Assume this quadruple falls in the box j-Bi1,i2,i3 , then the quadruple (j + 1; ˆ`1j+1, ˆ`2j+1; Zˆj+1)
saved in this box by the algorithm Approx(a, ) must have
ˆ`1
j+1 ≤ `1j+1, ˆ`2j+1 ≤ `2j+1δ, and Zˆj+1 ≤ Zj+1δ. (20)
If (j; `1∗j , `2∗j ;Z∗j ) leads to (j + 1; `1∗j+1, `2∗j+1;Z∗j+1) also by adding Jj+1 in the later schedule,
then we have
`1∗j+1 = `1∗j , `2∗j+1 = `2∗j + pj+1, and Z∗j+1 = Z∗j + wj+1(`2∗j + pj+1)). (21)
From Eqs. (18–21) and δ > 1, we have
ˆ`1
j+1 ≤ `1∗j+1, ˆ`2j+1 ≤ `2∗j+1δj+1, and Zˆj+1 ≤ Z∗j+1δj+1. (22)
Similarly, in Case 2 where Jj+1 is added in the earlier schedule without inserting a
machine idling period to obtain a feasible partial schedule described as in Eq. (14), we can
show that if (j; `1∗j , `2∗j ;Z∗j ) leads to (j + 1; `1∗j+1, `2∗j+1;Z∗j+1) also in this way, then there is a
saved quadruple (j + 1; ˆ`1j+1, ˆ`2j+1; Zˆj+1) by the algorithm Approx(a, ) such that Eq. (22)
holds.
In Case 3 where `1j + pj+1 < Cj+1(pi∗) − k ≤ T1, Jj+1 is added in the earlier schedule,
and a non-empty machine idling period of length Cj+1(pi∗) − (`1j + pj+1) − k is inserted
right before it, the algorithm continuously processes succeeding jobs up to Jj3 in the earlier
schedule, and lastly process all the remaining jobs in the later schedule. When j = j3, the
algorithm completes the quadruple by assigning all the jobs of J4 in the later schedule,
starting at time `2j , to obtain a full schedule described as in Eq. (15). We can similarly
show that if (j; `1∗j , `2∗j ;Z∗j ) leads to (n; `1∗n , `2∗n ;Z∗n) directly, or if (j; `1∗j , `2∗j ;Z∗j ) leads to
(j + 1; `1∗j+1, `2∗j+1;Z∗j+1), and so on, then eventually to (n; `1∗n , `2∗n ;Z∗n), then there is also a
saved quadruple (n; ˆ`1n, ˆ`2n; Zˆn) by the algorithm Approx(a, ) such that Eq. (22) holds with
n replacing j + 1. We therefore finish the proof of the induction statement.
Lastly we use the inequality (1 + /2n)n ≤ 1 +  for 0 <  < 1 to bound the ratio δn.
That is, the total weighted completion time of the output full schedule by the algorithm
Approx(a, ) is
Zan ≤ Z∗nδn ≤ (1 + )Z∗n.
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For the time complexity, note that for each j such that a ≤ j ≤ j3 or j = n, there are
O(r1r2r3) boxes associated with it; for a saved quadruple (j; `1j , `2j ;Zj), it takes O(1) time to
assign the job Jj+1, leading to at most three new quadruples (j + 1; `1j+1, `2j+1;Zj+1), each is
used to update the corresponding box associated with j + 1. It follows that the total running
time is O(nr1r2r3). Note from the definitions of ri’s, and log δ = log(1 + /2n) ≥ /4n, that
O(nr1r2r3) ⊆ O(n4/3 log T1 log(T2 + P ) log(wmaxP +WT2)). J
Enumerating all possible O(n) choices of Ja, that is calling the algorithm Approx(a, )
O(n) times, the full schedule with the minimum Zan is returned as the final solution. The
overall algorithm is denoted as Approx().
I Corollary 9. Algorithm Approx() is a (1 + )-approximation for the problem (1, h1 |
∆max ≤ k |
∑n
j=1 wjCj); its time complexity is O
(
n5
3 log T1 log(T2 + P ) log(wmaxP +WT2)
)
.
4.3 An FPTAS for the general case
In this subsection, we derive an FPTAS for the general rescheduling problem (1, h1 |
∆max ≤ k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj) by invoking multiple times the approximation algorithm
Approx(a, ) for the special case µ = 0.
The job Ja starts processing at time T2. It follows that the maximum time deviation is
bounded ∆a ≤ ∆max ≤ k, and we use (1 + ) to split the interval [∆a, k] into subintervals
I41 = [∆a,∆a(1 + )], I42 = (∆a(1 + ),∆a(1 + )2], . . . , I4r4 = (∆a(1 + )
r4 , k],
where r4 , blog1+(k/∆a)c.
Let ki = ∆a(1 + )i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , r4, and kr4+1 = k. Using ki as the upper bound on
the maximum time deviation, that is, ki replaces k, our algorithm calls Approx(a, ) to solve
the problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ ki |
∑n
j=1 wjCj), by returning a constrained full schedule of the
total weighted completion time within (1 + ) of the minimum. We denote this full schedule
as σ(a, ki). The final output full schedule is the one of the minimum objective function value
among {σ(a, ki) | 1 ≤ a ≤ j1, 1 ≤ i ≤ r4 + 1}, which is denoted as σ with the objective
function value Z. We denote our algorithm as Approxµ().
I Theorem 10. Algorithm Approxµ() is a (1+)-approximation for the general rescheduling
problem (1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj); its time complexity is
O
(
n5
4 log T1 log(T2 + P ) log(wmaxP +WT2) log k
)
.
Proof. Let σ∗ denote an optimal schedule for the problem with the objective function value
Z∗, satisfying Lemmas 1 and 2. Suppose the job starts processing at time T2 in σ∗ is Ja,
and the maximum time deviation in σ∗ is ∆∗max = k∗ ≤ k. We thus conclude that σ∗ is also
a constrained optimal schedule for the problem by replacing the upper bound k with k∗, i.e.,
(1, h1 | ∆max ≤ k∗ | µ∆max +
∑n
j=1 wjCj), under the constraint that Ja starts processing at
time T2.
Consider the value ki = ∆a(1 + )i such that ∆a(1 + )i−1 ≤ k∗ ≤ ∆a(1 + )i.
Clearly, for the schedule σ(a, ki) found by the algorithm Approx(a, ) to the problem
(1, h1 | ∆max ≤ ki |
∑n
j=1 wjCj), it has the total weighted completion time Z(σ) ≤ (1 +
)Z(σ∗) and the maximum time deviation ∆max(pi∗, σ) ≤ ki ≤ k∗(1 + ). It follows that
Z ≤ µ∆max(pi∗, σ) + Z(σ) ≤ µk∗(1 + ) + (1 + )Z(σ∗) = (1 + )Z∗.
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Note that we call the algorithm Approx(a, ) for all possible values of a, and for each a
we call the algorithm r4 + 1 = O( 1 log k) times (using the inequality log(1 + ) ≥ 12). Thus
from Theorem 8 the total running time of the algorithm Approxµ() is in
O
(
n5
4
log T1 log(T2 + P ) log(wmaxP +WT2) log k
)
.
J
5 Concluding remarks
We investigated a rescheduling problem where a set of jobs has already been scheduled to
minimize the total weighted completion time on a single machine, but a disruption causes
the machine become unavailable for a given time interval. The production planner needs
to reschedule the jobs without excessively altering the originally planned schedule. The
degree of alteration is measured as the maximum time deviation for all the jobs between
the original and the new schedules. We studied a general model where the maximum time
deviation is taken both as a constraint and as part of the objective function. We presented a
pseudo-polynomial time exact algorithm based on dynamic programming and an FPTAS.
We remark that the FPTAS is developed from another slower exact algorithm for the special
case where the maximum time deviation is not taken as part of the objective function, which
gives us room to properly sample the maximum time deviation.
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A Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. (Item (b) of Lemma 1) By contradiction, assume (Ji, Jj) is the first pair of jobs for
which Ji precedes Jj in pi∗, i.e. pi/wi ≤ pj/wj , but Jj immediately precedes Ji in the later
schedule of σ∗. Let σ′ denote the new schedule obtained from σ∗ by swapping Jj and Ji. If
Cj(σ′) ≥ Cj(pi∗), then Ci(σ′) ≥ Ci(pi∗) too, and thus ∆j(σ′, pi∗) ≤ ∆i(σ′, pi∗) < ∆i(σ∗, pi∗)
due to pj > 0; if Cj(σ′) < Cj(pi∗) and Ci(σ′) ≤ Ci(pi∗), then ∆i(σ′, pi∗) ≤ ∆j(σ′, pi∗) <
∆j(σ∗, pi∗) due to pi > 0; lastly if Cj(σ′) < Cj(pi∗) and Ci(σ′) > Ci(pi∗), then ∆i(σ′, pi∗) <
∆i(σ∗, pi∗) and ∆j(σ′, pi∗) < ∆j(σ∗, pi∗). That is, σ′ is also a feasible reschedule.
Furthermore, the weighted completion times contributed by Ji and Jj in σ′ is no more
than those in σ∗, implying the optimality of σ′. If follows that, if necessary, after a sequence
of job swappings we will obtain an optimal reschedule in which the jobs in the earlier schedule
are in the same order as they appear in pi∗. J
B Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Item (a) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1, since the jobs in the earlier schedule
are in the same order as they appear in pi∗, which is the WSPT order. That is, for the job
Jj in the earlier schedule of σ∗, if all the jobs Ji, for i = 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, are also in the earlier
schedule, then Cj(σ∗) = Cj(pi∗); otherwise, Cj(σ∗) < Cj(pi∗).
For item (b), assume the machine idles before processing the jobs Jj1 and Jj2 , with
Jj1 preceding Jj2 in the earlier schedule. We conclude from Lemma 1 and item (a) that if
∆j2 < ∆j1 ≤ ∆max (or ∆j1 < ∆j2 ≤ ∆max, respectively), then moving the starting time of
the job Jj2 (Jj1 , respectively) one unit ahead will maintain the maximum time deviation
and decrease the total weighted completion time, which contradicts the optimality of σ∗. It
follows that we must have ∆j1 = ∆j2 ; in this case, if there is any job Jj with j1 < j < j2 in
the later schedule, it can be moved to the earlier schedule to decrease the total weighted
completion time, which again contradicts the optimality of σ∗. Therefore, there is no job
Jj with j1 < j < j2 in the later schedule, which together with ∆j1 = ∆j2 imply that the
machine does not idle before processing the job Jj2 .
Item (c) is clearly seen for the same reason used in the last paragraph, that firstly their
time deviations have to be the same, and secondly if this time deviation is less than ∆max, one
can then move their starting time one unit ahead to decrease the total weighted completion
time while maintaining the maximum time deviation, thus contradicting the optimality of
σ∗.
Item (d) is implies by Item (c), given that all the job processing times are positive.
Let the job in the earlier schedule right after the idle time period be Jj . clearly, there is a
job Ja with Sa(pi∗) < Sj(σ∗) in the later schedule of σ∗, due to the machine idling. The time
deviation for Ja is ∆a > T2 − Sa(pi∗). If Sj(pi∗) < T2, then ∆max = ∆j < T2 − Sj(σ∗) <
T2 − Sa(pi∗) < ∆a, a contradiction. This proves item (e) that Sj(pi∗) ≥ T2.
Item (f) is clearly seen from Lemma 1 and the optimality of σ∗, that if the machine
idles then it can start processing the jobs after the idling period earlier to decrease the
total weighted completion time, while maintaining or even decreasing the maximum time
deviation.
From item (f) and the second part of Lemma 1, we see that the deviation times of the
jobs in the later schedule are non-increasing. Therefore, item (g) is proved. J
